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openMDM SC Call 13.01.2021

Attendees: Gert Sablon (Siemens), Angelika Wittek (Toolkit Manager), 
Stefan Wartini (Müller BBM), Kartiki Despande (Tata), Tushar Ashok Gajare 
(Tata), Florian Schmitt (Atos), Michael Plagge (Eclipse Foundation), Paul 
Buck (Eclipse Foundation), Hans-Jörg Kremer (Peak Solutions), Hans-Dirk 
Walter (Karakun)

Minutes: Hans-Dirk Walter

Reminder to Anti Trust Policy
Introduction of Michael Plagge who joined Eclipse Foundation 
recently as new responsible for Eclipse Automotive WGs and 
successor of Ralph Müller. Michael will take over Paul’s tasks with 
respect to automotive WGs over time.
openMDM 4 to openMDM 5 migration: Tata wants to migrate 
openMDM 4 applications to openMDM 5 and faces some issues in this 
respect. Therefore, they ask for support by the service providers of 
the openMDM WG.
Status Dev Team, Contributions, Milestones - node provider nearly 
finished.  Next release can be scheduled.
Move mdmbl project to  new Toplevel Project "Automotive": As a 
consequence of moving „mdmbl“ to a new top-level project 
„automotive“ it would get a new PMC. The project might also be more 
visible in the automotive community within Eclipse, stronger synergies 
between automotive WGs might be achieved, and this might also 
speed up processes because there  are less projects to be managed 
than in the technologies top level projects.

The proposal to move „mdmbl" to a new top-level project 
„automotive“ was accepted unanimously by all attendees.
Deprecation of existing GIT repository - decision required whether 
to migrate the repository to Gitlab or Github. Schedule when this 
migration needs to take place is unknown for now. Gitlab is hosted in 
Switzerland. Angelika will investigate with other projects how much 
effort this migration will create in both cases. Eclipse Foundation will 
not incur any additional costs.
Further planning: Extraordinary meeting for discussion about future 
of openMDM to be scheduled for beginning of March. Angelika will set 
up a doodle. Next SC call: February, 3rd 2021, 15.00h.




